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The GT500 is simply 2 pedals in one:
The (Left) Booster/OD side of the pedal is a 100% discrete JFET circuit utilizing True-Bypass 
switching that can be used by itself or in conjunction with the Right Side of the pedal.
It excels at Clean Boost sounds and has a tremendous amount of Input headroom to accommodate
even the hottest Pickups, yet can be pushed into Overdrive/Distortion sounds via its Drive knob. 

Booster/OD side features:
*unique Pan-Cap Bass control tailors Low frequencies, eliminating muddiness.
*Passive High-Cut Tone control
*Volume knob offers 35+dB available volume Boost (before clipping)
*Drive knob adds fatness (above 9 O’clock) and introduces Distortion (after 3 O’clock position)
                                                                 **************
The (Right) Distortion side of the pedal is a 100% discrete JFET circuit utilizing True-Bypass switching 
that can be used by itself or in conjunction with the Left Side of the pedal.
It specializes in High Gained, sustained Lead tones, yet can get amazing subtle Overdrives with its 
Distortion knob below 9 O’clock position. A Key feature to this side of the pedal is its Inductor-Driven 
Midrange control which gives a vast array of tones used along side the Bass and High controls.

Distortion side features:
* 35+dB available via Volume knob. 
*unique & flexible 3-Band tone control system I invented which combines a modified Baxandall 
 Bass & Treble tone-stack with a custom-wound Fulltone 500uh (wah wah) Inductor-driven Midrange 
 circuit, allowing almost any distorted tone your heart desires.

Lastly, The Series-Select Toggle Switch allows you to select WHICH SIDE of the pedal is first in 
line when both sides of the pedal are on at the same time.
If you select Distortion--->Boost...the Distortion (Right) side of the pedal is first, so that when you
kick on the (Left) Booster/OD side you will get a volume increase based on how high the Booster/OD 
side is set, but your basic Distortion sound can remain intact. 

If you set the S-STS switch to Boost--->Distortion...the (Left) Booster/OD side comes first and you can 
use the Left side of the pedal to Drive the input of the Right side of the pedal and get even higher gained 
sounds at the touch of the left footswitch! The combinations are nearly endless when you consider the 
tone controls on both channels along with the volumes and gains......have fun, experiment!



Specifications:

Maximum Current Draw  14 milliamps (all knobs cranked)
Weight= 1 pound  8 ounces
Size=  5 ¾” (left to right)  x 3 7/8” deep x 2 ½” height  (top of Knobs)

                            Distortion Channel 
Input impedance = 150K
Output impedance = 15K

                             Boost/OD Channel 
Input impedance    = 500k ohms
Output impedance = 600 ohms

*GT-500 Gain Figures powered with 9 volts DC

Volume control at 100% using 440hz Sine Wave with 8 mV of input level.

                          Distortion Channel
Distortion Knob Position     / Gain x     /      dB
7 o’clock                     7.50           17.50
9 o’clock                28.75           29.17
12 o’clock                                 72.50           37.20
3 o’clock                                  81.25           38.20
5 o’clock                                  87.50           38.84

                            Boost/OD Channel
Drive position         / Gain x     /      dB
7 o’clock                  7.00           16.90
9 o’clock                  8.00           18.06
12 o’clock              13.75           22.76
3 o’clock                31.25           29.89
5 o’clock               67.50           36.59




